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Abstract—Universities in South Africa (SA) are facing several challenges due to the influx of students with diverse backgrounds entering the first year. One of such challenges is the use of technologies for teaching and learning. Institutions in the rural areas are flooded with first year students characterized as under-prepared, educationally underprivileged and had little or no access to computer usage prior to their enrolment. These qualities impede their transition into the computer-based learning system and other technologies that supports teaching and learning. Moreover, the students are not given the needed assistance when enrolled. Orientation programme that would have been a leverage is only informative and not supportive in nature. Thus, an effective solution requires orientation programme to be supportive. It should involve assessing students’ profile during their first year registration to provide them with the needed assistance in terms of technologies usage. This paper conducted a pilot survey over a sample of first year entering students in the University of Venda (UNIVEN). The objective was to assess students in terms of technology-related uses, expectations, experiences, skill levels and training needs. Data collected were analyzed and the results show students’ have not used computers or had experience on technologies for teaching and learning in their previous schools. Additionally, students are only technologically identified with their mobile phones. The study proposed a new programme called First Experience Computer Literacy (FECOL) to facilitate students’ transition into the computer-based learning of the university.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, South African (SA) universities have been faced with large influx of students entering higher institutions of learning. A considerable number of these students are from the poor communities in the rural areas and former black settlements which are still educationally disadvantaged embedded with under-preparedness. Consequently, this has created a negative impact on their transition into the universities as it involve a complex process that requires new skills acquisition, new academic and social environmental adjustment. Recent researches have shown that significant number of students in the institutions of higher learning experience at least some difficulties during their period of transition, but request a multi-dimensional reaction from each individual facing divergent changes. [1][2] stressed that the process could be experienced differently for each individual undertaking while [3] argues that the manner in which students integrate into the university life is directly related to both their performance at high school and their own socio-economic background.

In the perspective of teaching and learning technology usage, majority of the students have been tagged ‘digital strangers’ [4]. These students have very little access or had never used computers for teaching and learning prior to their university education. However, with the rapid advancement in information and communication technologies (ICTs) and its valuable impact on teaching and learning in Higher Education (HE), these ‘digital strangers’ face serious problems transiting into the computer-based technologies of the system. According to [4], though the students had used technologies like mobile phones, computers, digital music players, video games and cams, and so on their entire lives, the way they think, learn, communicate and connect is controlled by the digital culture and environment they resides. The claim however did not address their experience and training needs in the perspective of teaching and learning. Therefore, it is important to consider the background, the cultural and environmental assumptions underpinning the construct of the ‘Digital Natives’.

Given the critical context and importance of technologies as core elements of educational development in HE, it is of the essence that first year entering students are assessed on the technology-related
uses and background. This is important to facilitate their successful transition from high school to the university mainstream which is today a computer-based learning setting. Moreover, it will assist them to cope with the use of technology for academic purposes and get integrated into the discourse of the university. To this end, approaches which offers flexible system of support should be adopted for the first year experience (FYE). In the SA HE context, the essence is that the increasing diversity of the students’ population has change dramatically including different learner sets given their previous educational know-how and the level of under-preparedness.

Therefore, this paper performed a survey on first year students entering the University of Venda (UNIVEN) to assess each student’s capabilities in technology-related uses, expectations, experiences, skill levels and training needs. The objective was to identify what forms of technology-related supports are needed by the students in order to cope with teaching and learning in their new academic environment. We collected data by assessing their profile, analyzed and presented. The results shows the first entering students’ have not used computers or had experiences or skills on technologies for teaching and learning in their previous schools. As an early intervention, this study proposed a new programme called First Experience Computer Literacy (FECOL) in that regard.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discuss the study background information, Section III presents the activity model during first few days in the university, Section IV is the access and technology usage of first year students and Section V is the analysis and results. Moreover, Section VI is study discussion, Section VII discusses the proposed FECOL module while Section VIII is the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

In an attempt to create a smooth transition for the first entering students and to enhance teaching and learning activities, UNIVEN established a teaching and learning center which became operational in 2012 called the Academic Development Unit (ADU). During this period, the first institution wide student support programme was established. It operates in the form of a pilot peer mentoring programme for both first entering students and for ‘at risk’ students. By ‘at risk’ students, we meant students who are repeating one or more modules [5]. The concept was expanded to include students who are performing unsatisfactorily in the beginning stages of a module, either in their first formative assignments or class tests. The expansion was necessary because according to academic development practitioners, it will be hopeless to wait for damages to be caused instead of preventing them. Thus, to assist the ‘at risk’ students, the institution adopted the role-model theory, originally proposed by [6]. The adoption of the role model was to promote student-student interaction especially on the social level to create a feeling of belonging which [7] refers to as ‘social fit’. In essence, it was to enable students to engage in a relationship that would eliminate fears but encourages free learning practices. To promote the initiative, third level students were recruited to participate in the programme in the capacity of peer mentors to assist the ‘at risk’ students to improve their performance. Nevertheless, the transition did not go well, especially for academics due to the extra burden and workload perceived. Academics believed it was needless having such programmes due to the existing structural challenges and lack of infrastructure.

In spite of the resistance, the programme took off and is gaining momentum today. Moreover, in 2015, the FYE concept was introduced via the teaching and learning centre and implemented by the student support sub-unit of the ADU. The programme included two hours contact sessions that would take place concurrently with normal lecture periods. The topics of discussion ranges from finance, health, student affairs, academic literacy skills to computer literacy skills. Facilitators were from various academic disciplines including administrative and support departments. Initially, there was enthusiasm but was call-off when they realized students were unresponsible to invitations. One of the reasons was that, students, especially in their first year of study are exposed to several activities that were somehow overwhelming to them. Consequently, they were not receiving the needed help and that affected their integration into the university system especially, in the use of technology for teaching and learning. This form the motivation for this paper. To save the situation and meet the dynamic needs of the diverse students’ population, the thought of introducing a compulsory computer-based training and orientation for first entering students in UNIVEN emanated. Albeit it won’t be an easy task since not all enrolled students have experienced computer usage. However, it is important for the ADU to support and be involved in the conceptualization of a computer-based compulsory module for all first year students in the institution.

III. EARLY INSTITUTIONAL OPENING ACTIVITY MODEL

Transition interventions are crucial for the success of students in the university due to influx of students’ population with diverse backgrounds. Several studies in the literature have shown that first year students need help in order to adapt to campus life and also to enhance their learning process. A survey by [1] has shown that students usually formed habits and attitudes at the university during their first few days where a bad experience can critically result in either withdrawal or failure. Furthermore, [8] supported [1] by stating that such early experiences by students can easily lead to high attrition rates especially for poor experiences. Given the critical contexts, several universities worldwide including universities in SA have introduced interventions that represent the university’s commitment to help these first year students cope with transitional challenges. The existing interventions focuses on individual needs and interest with the aim of bridging the gap between what
students know and what is required by university. Accordingly, [9] and [10], orientation programme can assist students to adjust in a new environment. Nonetheless, the orientation program differs from one university to the other. In the UNIVEN context, orientation programme usually takes place a week after the registration which is also a week before lectures commences. During this period, activities that take place is captured in Fig.1.

In UNIVEN, orientation is to familiarize first year students with the important norms and practices of the university such as information about library, laboratories, student affairs office, faculties, departments and other important facilities. Moreover, HODs of each department also addresses the first year entering students and trying inform them of the discourse of the department.

IV. ACCESS AND COMPUTER-BASED TECHNOLOGIES USAGE

In this section, we present the rationale, methodology and results of the survey performed on first year entering students in UNIVEN.

A. Context and Rationale

This study assesses the use of technologies and related information of students entering the first year at the UNIVEN. To perform the investigation, important students’ data were collected by creating a profile of incoming students. This is in line with the studies of [12] and [13] which reported that a profile of an incoming group is essential to be able to identify students at risk of failure, as well as those with a reasonable chance of success. Currently, this is in alignment with the research-based approach of the University of Johannesburg (UJ) FYE in SA. In the UJ FYE, investigations were launched into the profile of the newly entering UJ students about their initial experiences and actions. Therefore, this paper adopts the same strategy of UJFYE to elicit information about our first year entering students in UNIVEN in order to enable appropriate assistance be initiated in the capacity of ICT tools usage.

B. Methodology

This study adopted a quantitative research method. Quantitative research involves the explanation of phenomena using numerical data and mathematically-based analysis [4]. Questionnaire with semi structured questions and opinion statements was used for data collection and each was structured to elicit information about first year entering students’ technology-related experiences in the use of computer and its software, skill levels and training needs for the students entering the first year. There were distributed to the participants and the data collected were analyzed and reported in this paper.

C. Study Participants

This study focused on a specific group of students who registered for foundation programme in the school of mathematical and natural sciences at the UNIVEN. Thus, a small but significant number of participants, about 158 first year students were involved. In SA, foundation programme is an intervention by the Department of HE and Training (DHET) to promote students’ successes. According to the DHET [15], HE institutions performance patterns shows that the majority of students being admitted at the universities are at risk due to poor educational backgrounds and so on. Thus, the main goal of the foundation provision is to support these students who are educationally disadvantaged or underprepared. The extended curriculum program has a duration of one year to enable the students to successfully complete their studies [16].

The model in Fig. 1 is driven by the arrows. That is, students’ registration first starts and continues to the middle of first year lectures while orientation is for a short period of time, perhaps, one week followed by first year lectures that spans till four months or more. In particular, the orientation programme is more of informative than supportive in nature. Thus, according to [11], establishing a supportive peer group during the first few days in the university is one valuable ways to heighten the FYE of students during their transition. Moreover, the peer groups will help them to overcome all form of difficulties encountered and boost their confidence during the first few days in the university. In the perspective of this study, our opinion is that orientation programme should be geared towards helping students of diverse backgrounds rather than just giving them information about the institution and so on. In other words, orientation period should be used to integrate students into the culture of the university, especially in the use of technologies for teaching and learning. But for it to be achieved, it is important to know what challenges students faced so that appropriate assistance can be initiated.

Fig.1. University opening activity model
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The findings reported in this paper are categorized into demographic, family background, the technology-related uses, experiences in the use of computer and its software, skill levels and training needs for the students entering the first year.

A. Demographic and Previous Attendance

The participants targeted in this study were the first year students of the foundation programme. With the sample of 158 students drawn from the students’ population, the analysis is shown in Fig. 2 in terms of sex and locality of previous high school attended. The results show the students’ population is dominated by female as well as students from high schools around Limpopo province in SA. In addition, their ages ranges from 15-19 years old (78%), 20-20 years (20%) and 25-34 years old (2%). The indication of these results is that the first year entering students in UNIVEN are mainly dominated by learners from high schools in the Limpopo province. However, a greater number percentage of the high schools in this locality are characterized as educationally disadvantaged, under resourced and non-technological usage for teaching and learning. We believe such characteristics will have impact on their learners especially in the use of technologies. Thus, our aim is to find out the nature of these students and how they can cope with the computer-based learning system of the universities of their interest.

B. Family Educational Background

In order to gain more useful information about the learners, we decided to elicit information about the participants’ family educational background in terms of ‘Generations’. The result is presented in Fig. 3 and it shows that majority of the learners were “first-generation” (FG) in their families to attend university. First-generation students’ in this context denotes students with parents having no university or college experience [17]. The motivation for identifying the generations of the learners is that, [18] identify FG university entrants as being at a higher than usual risk of not completing their studies. Therefore, we believed that such students are likely not to have background experiences or developed practices that are consistent with the way things are or done at the university. Also, such students will have no access to close family members who could provide them with the appropriate academic, social supports and guidance.

Moreover, [19] reported that “the gap between previous life experiences and the challenges posed by HE is deeper and wider” for these students than for traditional university entrants. Thus, the identification of such students is to enable the institution provide the required support they need to excel in their educational pursuit.

C. Computer and Mobile Phones’ Ownership

Based on the findings of the students’ educational and family backgrounds, we proceed further to identify which technologies the first year students have or have used. This is captured in Fig. 4 showing both computer and mobile phones’ ownerships in the students’ family.

The essence of identifying which technologies were owned by the students’ family was to gain information about the impact of family’s background on the students in terms of technology usage or ownership. The intuition is that a family where technologies are not used or owned would likely manifest in the learner’s inability to use or own one. As captured in Fig. 4, a greater proportion of the students’ family did not own a computer but majority
own at least a mobile phone in their family for communication. However, this study did not investigate whether the phone is smart or not and can access the Internet or not.

D. Technology Usage and Skills in the Context of Teaching and Learning

There has been debates going on in the literature about the claims made about ‘digital natives’ or the ‘net generation’ [20] and [21] respectively and their abilities to use technologies as well as the need to modify curriculum design and delivery [22] to reflect their skills and expectations. In order to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the students in the use of technology for teaching and learning, students were asked about their previous information technology (IT) training, use of computer hardware and software applications for teaching and learning. The results of the analysis is shown in Fig. 5. The goal is to enable the institution provides students’ profile on computer technologies in terms of experience, their expectations of doing the course called Foundation IT (FIT), their knowledge in the use of application software (such as Ms-Word, Ms-Excel, etc.), and the technologies they would like to use for their studies in order to provide the appropriate support to integrate the students into their computer-based culture of teaching and learning.

As presented in Fig. 5, analysis indicates that almost all the students did not received IT training prior to their university admission and only few have used computers, 26% in the context of teaching and learning. This can be attributed to the nature of high schools the students attended as dominated in the Limpopo rural areas. In addition, a greater proportion of the students’ population indicated they have not used software applications like MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and so on to perform class assignments, essay or laboratory reports. For those that have used software applications, when further asked to describe their skills in the use of basic software applications they will be encountering on daily basis during the course of teaching and learning, the results is shown Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Software application knowledge

As shown in Fig. 5 and 6, analysis of the trends in technology usage and skills revealed a considerable percentages of non-use of computer-based technologies by the first year entering students. Reasons could either be as a result of the age group of the students or the nature of the high school attended or even family background.

E. Technology Adoption

Given the above participants’ responses on the use of technologies, this section is designed to offer assistance to students where challenges have been identified in terms of teaching and learning. Consequently, when asked if they need training on basic technologies to be used in teaching and learning, the results indicates almost every students (95%) showed interest on basic IT training in terms of hardware and software to help them carry out their studies effectively. In terms of the nature of training, majority of the first year students indicated they need all forms of IT and computer usage training while about 12 students needed only training in e-learning and 8 students showed interest in typing training. (See Fig. 7)
VI. DISCUSSIONS

In HE today, the impact of the ICTs in teaching and learning has been valuable and highly commended. However, in order to accommodate students with diverse backgrounds and meet their dynamic needs, they have to be provided with the required and valuable supports in order to help them cope with the use of technologies in their learning process. To this end, this study carried out a survey to elicit information about first year students at UNIVEN during students’ first year registration which will be used during the orientation period to provide the necessary assistance to cope with the teaching and learning activities.

Based on the analysis performed and results obtain as presented in Fig. 2 to 7, it shows that a greater proportion of the students were from several high schools in the Limpopo locality which are characterized as under-resourced or educationally disadvantaged. Also, high proportion of the students are the first persons to attend universities in their families. Consequently, we believed being FG could likely have negative impact on the students especially as there is no one to guide them academically. Furthermore, in terms of technology ownership, majority of the students showed their families have not own a computer (64%) while almost every household owned mobile phones (78%). In the perspective of technologies usage for teaching and learning activities, the responses from the students (97%) showed that they have not been trained or had IT knowledge of any kind. More so, a greater proportion of the first year students (74%) responded they have not used computer for teaching and learning activities while about 50% indicated they have no knowledge of software applications such as MS Word, etc. also, about 90% indicated they have not used any of the software or other IT tools to perform academic tasks like assignments submission, reports, essay and so on. With the results obtained from this survey, we believe they reflect the nature of the high school attended or the previous knowledge the students have been exposed to. Moreover, this study have provided enough justification to provide supports to such learners characterized as under-pared. This is because UNIVEN will likely continue to experience serious challenge to get these students cope with the technologies for teaching and learning if appropriate actions are not setup. To this end, about 95% of the students indicted interest in computer literacy training in order to get them integrated into the university technology-based system. This therefore, calls for FYE computer literacy module to be introduced to help deal with the complex challenges first year students will face in their learning process during orientation.

VII. PROPOSED FIRST EXPERIENCE COMPUTER LITERACY MODULE

There has been a significant change over the last century with the rapid growth in IT and their associated tools in education. Based on the analysis performed on first year students’ profile, it shows that first entering students have had very little access to or no access to computers prior to their university education. Thus, our position in this paper is that a FECOL module should be implemented to assist students cope with different technologies in their learning process. In particular, FECOL will have the capacity to equip students with basic knowledge and technological skills that they need in terms of computer literacy. By computer literacy, we mean the knowledge and ability to use computers and associated technologies efficiently in the context of teaching and learning. Therefore, at the first year students’ level, the proposed FECOL module will consist of three main components: (1) introduction to computer, (2) introduction to application software and, (3) introduction to technological tools for teaching and learning. (See Fig. 8). In the context of UNIVEN, the stated course contents is derived by combining the components of a basic computer literacy (COM 0510) and Foundation Information Technology (FIT) course and an introduction to technological tools that is used for research, teaching and learning as well as the campus intranet.

Introduction to Computer: This is the first component and is designed to assist the new student familiarize with the computer system such as hardware, software, user, commands, security so on (See Fig. 8). This is necessary to allow students to learn how to operate computer device as well as develop knowledge and skills that include understanding basic concepts as well as the ability to perform basic tasks.

Introduction to Application Software: This component is designed to assist new student to get use with a various number of productivity software and the user interfaces that will help them to perform specific tasks such as typing, searching information on the Internet, printing, effective communication and collaborations with other students and the teachers.

Introduction to Technological Tools for Teaching and Learning: As one of UNIVEN strategic plan initiatives for 2009-2015 [23], the institution implemented e-learning and distributed PC tablets to the students to be use as an innovative tools for teaching and learning. Thus, this component will introduce new students to the use of various technological tools that are used at the university such as library databases, Turnitin and other plagiarism software, referencing, e-learning, Pc-tablet use and so on.

Given the FECOL components highlighted above, the module intention is to provide all new students with basic skills and understandings required for them to become an emergent user and computer literate especially in the capacity of performing specific task at the beginning of their studies. The idea is also to allow students to become technological relevant to the university online learning environment and also depend on the use of computer technology in their teaching and learning activities. We believe that if this module is implement as part of students’ orientation activities, it will go a long way to assist them to integrate and achieve their learning outcome hitch-free.
VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the assessment performed on first year students in terms of the use of technologies and other relevant information. The assessment was performed to identify challenges students with diverse backgrounds will face in their learning process with recommended teaching and learning technologies. The study performed a survey on first year students at UNIVEN and profile information were collected. Analysis was performed and the results obtained shows the first year students at the institution were mainly from Limpopo region, majority were first of the kind to attend university in their family as well, have not had technological training or used them in course of teaching and learning. Moreover, majority of the first entering students indicated they need some forms of computer training in order to assist them cope with the technology-based learning system. Furthermore, based on the students’ responses from the survey as well as experience academics had with these students, this study proposed a FECOL module to be implemented during orientation programme in the institution to help students with to acquire basic technologies skills they need to integrate into the university system. We therefore conclude that, if FECOL module is implemented instead of informative orientation during the first few days of opening in the university, it could go a long way to positively impact both the institution and students in their teaching and learning process.
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